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PREFACE

Our world is a world of visual perception. The
capabilities of the human eye to perceive, process
and understand our surroundings almost
simultaneously far proceeds that of the other senses.
Sight is the determining sense in regards to the
development and navigation of our environment.
Our reliance on sight to tie together our experience of
the world devalues the importance of our remaining
senses, in favor of visual perception. But how does
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everyday life in this visually oriented world look,
when your sense of sight is absent? The project
seeks to break down the prejudices regarding

thesis project

visual deprivation and use the angle of the visually
impaired as an access point to unfold the topic of
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perception and the perceptual system for the blind as
well as the sighted.
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The visual paradigm that pervades the
minds of our society, permeates our language
and our interaction with other individuals and
the world surrounding us, and deeply influenced
architectural theory and practice.
This thesis project is my personal attempt
to reconciliate the body with the senses by
challenging the sensory reductivism of today.

BLINDNESS

INTENTION

This thesis derives from a personal curiosity towards the phenomenon
of perception and skepticism regarding the ocular centrism that has
pervaded the currents of architectural thoughts and theories for the past
century. Architecture have largely adopted the psychological strategy of
advertising, and entered a visual paradigm where constructed space is
designed more to be observed by means of visual perception rather than
experienced by the body and senses as a whole 01.
If the sense of sight was eliminated from the equation of the perceptual
system, what would remain of our experience of the world and which new,
or rediscovered impressions and sensations of neglected senses would
emerge?

VISUAL DEPRIVATION

In order to accommodate a reconciliation of the senses with the
constructed world, the thesis project would investigate the phenomenon
of perception and the fabric of manufactured space from the perspective of
visual deprivation. Not the absence of sight experienced from birth, but the
vision loss that occurs midlife and which requires a psychological adaptation
to new circumstances and a phsyical rehabilitation with the surroundings.
The thesis project comtemplates the consequences and significance
of architectural shape, hapticity, tactility and comprehensive space in
architecture, in the eye of the blind as well as the sighted.
In addition, the project contemplates the subject of wayfinding
and navigation in our society. Without visual aid, rigid repetition and
asymmetrical unpredictability alike become challenging for the sense of
orientation. How do we weigh the role of navigation and wayfinding in
present urban settings?

01 |

Pallasmaa, Juhani >>Eyes of the Skin<< pg. 33

fig 01 · page 07-08 | Collage of experienced
sight from the perspective of ≥02 % vision.
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With a focus on Hamburg and the municipality’s plan to revitalise the
city as a barrier-free city across physical impairments, I researched the
current conditions for the blind community.
On Georgsplatz, opposite the Hauptbahnhof, resides the Norddeutsche
Hörbucherei & Centralbibliothek für Blinde, an institution that offers postal
order loans of Braille books and audiobooks to registered members of blind
associations across the northern region of Germany. No public admittance
is possible, nor for registered members. The library is accessible by postal
orders only.
In Speicherstadt one can find the Dialogue House, that curates
exploratory exhibitions on conditions of visual, age and audio impairments.
During my study tour to the city, I attended the Dialog im Dunkeln
exhibition, and found it to be a space designed on the premises of the
abled, not the disabled. Inaccessibly located in a neighbourhood full of
obstructions and hazards for people across impairments, the exhibition
house appeared as an easily digestible entertainment feature, more than a
sincere insight into the perspective of life with these impairments.
I found there to be no alternative institutions or centers for the
unsighted community in the city center of Hamburg.
In the course of my study trip, I interviewed a couple of visually

BSVH [Blinden- und Sehbehinderten-ve-

deprived residents of Hamburg. They expressed no experience of a collective

rein Hamburg e.V.] estimates a total

community or any social engagement for the blind community. The blind

population of 2300 individuals diagnosed

remained, so to speak, invisible in the city.

with legal blindness in the Hamburg
metropolitan area and 40.000 affected by
visual impairment.

The thesis project will propose a facility for the blind in
the city centre of Hamburg, which will act as a testiment to
the manifold perception experienced by the blind. By way of

1250
members of BSVH [Blinden- und Sehbehinderten-verein Hamburg e.V.]
May 2019

programming the facility, the project proposal will attempt to
strengthen the community of the blind and visually impaired
people and provide a rehabilitation opportunity for those
experiencing visual deprivation after having had a sighted

Members include blind, visually impaired, deafblind individuals with diseases
leading to deteriorating sight.

life.

fig 02 | the blind man in the street.
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REFLECTIONS ON PERCEPTION
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perception [n] :
late 14c., percepcioun,
”understanding, a taking cognizance,” from
Latin perceptionem (nominative perceptio)
”perception, apprehension, a taking,” noun of
action from past-participle stem of percipere
”to perceive”. Also used in Middle English in
the more literal sense of the Latin word. The
meaning ”intuitive or direct recognition of
some innate quality” is from 1827. 02

In our day and age, the sense of sight, the visual perception, remains the
most prominent and the ultimate of the five senses, and is often the only
sense we refer to when using the word perception. Approximately 80 % of
the information we process of our surroundings originates from sensory
stimuli gathered through the eye. The ability of the sensory and nervous
system to operate with near-simultaneity is responsible for the processing
of up to 36.000 images per hour. This immense amount of information
processing occurs almost without our noticing it.
The term perception system however, embodies the entire sensory
system. As in the etymological definition, it covers intuitive recognition and
the collaboration between the senses. It is the interaction between senses
that communicates the full experience to the brain.

>> I ENTER A BUILDING, SEE
A ROOM, AND - IN THE
FRACTION OF A SECOND HAVE THIS FEELING ABOUT IT.
WE PERCEIVE ATMOSPHERE
THROUGH OUR EMOTIONAL
SENSIBILITY, A FORM OF
PERCEPTION THAT WORKS
INCREDIBLY QUICKLY <<

>> The perception of sight as our
most important sense is well grounded in
physiological, perceptual and psychological
facts. The problem arise from the isolation
of the eye outside its natural interaction
with other sense modalities, and from
the elimination and suppression of other
senses, which increasingly reduce and
restrict the experience of the world into
the sphere of vision. This seperation and
reduction fragments the innate complexity,
comprehensiveness and plasticity of the
perceptual system, reinforcing a sense of
detachment and alienation. <<
Juhani Pallasmaa

Peter Zumthor
02 |

https://www.etymonline.com/word/
perception#etymonline_v_12667
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FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
VISUAL DEPRIVATION
When visual deprivation sets in and the individual is
dispossessed of approximately 80% percent of the sensory
stimuli, the remaining 20% percent processed through the
sensory system must compensate for the lost stimuli. The
senses will be experienced as enhanced or amplified. The
processes of information that with vision occurs almost
unnoticable, will without sight, require a new level of
awareness.
The nervous system will be on alert, as the world around
one becomes a labyrinth of unforeseen obstacles and potential
dangers. You have to rely on your environment to behave
logically and your sensory system to be able to decode
hand reach

the signals and elements of the surroundings to be able to
maneuver in the city. The visual deprivation will call for a
rehabilitation and refamiliarization with formerly familiar
environments.

elbow reach

In addition to the challenges facing the perception system
and the requirement for rehabilitation with ones surroundings,
the visual deprivation presents extensive need for mental
readjustment to a new circumstance of life. The psychological
effects of being left without vision in a world that depends on
vision, will cause the blind to experience a degree of isolation,
of being left out of the majority.
Numerous daily activities and carreer opportunities
become challenging or futile. A majority of the blind
community find themselves unoccupied, and the work most
commonly offered them limited.

one step ; normal

fig 03 | The blind man and the reach of his world.
Anything beyond his reach of touch remains uncertain.

one long step

sweeping range of cane
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DEGREES OF VISUAL
DETERIORATION

≤ 30 %
of optimal sight visually impaired

≤ 05 %
severely visually impaired

≤ 02 %
legally blind

fig sequence 04-09 | View of the Innen Alster
& Ballindamm from Jungfernstieg. Optimal sight.

Grauer Star.

Grüner Star.

Diabetische Retinopathie.

Complete absence of sight.

Retinas Pigmentosa.

Makula Degeneration.
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On wayfinding in the absence of sight.

Blindness is a condition that affects the population across
demographics, geographics, social class and minorities. Some individuals
are born without sight, and others will experience a deterioration of their
sight over time. Lifestyle illnesses are another contributing category to
visual deprivation, as some of these have deteriorating sight as side-effects.
Age is the only factor that plays into the statistics of blindness, with gradual
deterioration of the cells affecting the sensory system as well.
Many unrelated diseases have side-effects that lead to complete or
partial blindness. The ones illustrated on the page are the most common
amongst the sight-affecting diseases. Many of the sight-affecting diseases
develop over years and create a gradual descent into lesser visual perception.

THE INTANGIBLE NOTHING

Complete absence of sight is an intangible phenomenon. The majority
of those classified as legally blind still retain some fragments of visual
sensations, impressions of light and shadow, colours, or recognition of
shapes. Those who are completely deprived of visual stimuli, describe it
not as being shrouded in darkness 03, rather an intangible experience of
other sensorical impressions manifestating themselves on the inner eye
as blocks of light and dots of colours. It becomes a visual mental map of
one’s surroundings, a map of imagination, laced with webs and lattices and
upheavals of sound and texture 04.

03 |

interview with Christian Ohrens, founder of Blind durch Hamburg.

04 |

poetically described in Anthony Doerr’s novel, >>All the Light we
cannot See<< , pages 44-45

>> CARS SPLASH ALONG THE
STREETS, AND SNOWMELT
DRUMS THROUGH TUNNELS;
SHE CAN HEAR SNOWFLAKES
TICK AND PATTER THROUGH
THE TREES. SHE CAN SMELL
THE CEDARS IN THE JARDIN DES
PLANTES A QUARTER MILE AWAY.
HERE THE METRO HURTLES
BENEATH THE SIDEWALK: THAT’S
THE QUAI SAINT-BERNARD.
HERE THE SKY OPENS UP, AND
SHE HEARS THE CLACKING OF
BRANCHES: THAT’S THE NARROW
STRIPE OF GARDENS BEHIND THE
GALLERY OF PALEONTOLOGY.
THIS, SHE REALIZES, MUST BE
THE CORNER OF THE QUAY AND
RUE CUVIER. <<
Anthony Doerr, All the Light we cannot See, pg. 40
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SCALE OF REACH

To understand the perspective of the visually deprived, it was
paramount to understand the reach of the perception system of the blind
individual. I defined three different scales of reaches, that would inform my
exploration of the city and the design of the project proposal.
The imminent scale, which I chose to name >>the hand that touches<<
concerns every direct contact point between the individual and the world
around them. From the reverberating concrete pavement under shoe soles
to the cold metal rail touching a hand, there’s an immense amount of
information in those contact points.
The intermediate scale of reach, >>the body in space<<, is an expression
for the space that envelops the body. Through means of sounds and
temperatures, one can achieve a sense of space, of the particular dimensions
of a place and its characteristics. Whether the sounds reverberating off
surfaces are cool or warm, the echo will inform the unsighted of materials
and layouts of the space.

THE HAND THAT TOUCHES

THE BODY IN SPACE

THE INDEFINABLE SPACE

The remotest scale of reach, titled >>the indefinable space<<,
encompasses the situation in which the blind individual no longer can
detect the boundaries and restrictions of their surroundings. When in open
spaces or trafficked streets, the often chaotic soundscape and different
sound origins combined with the multitude of surface tactilities and
material origins, makes a sense of orientation challenging. All the senses are
activitated to detect and determine the extent and character of the place.

fig 10 | THE HAND THAT TOUCHES
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fig 11 | THE BODY IN SPACE
fig 12 | THE INDEFINABLE SPACE
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NAVIGATING BY THE PERCEPTION SYSTEM
SMELL
As it was purposely part of the project formulation, locating a site for
the project proposal became a natural part of the investigation of the blind
perspective. The finding of a location for site would require an insight into
the workings and wayfindings of a blind individual and thus be a part of the
inquiry into basic design challenges for the building proposal in later phases.
Prior to a study trip conducted in the early phase of the project,

The smell of rain
Vegetation
Inanimate scents

a personal manifesto was drafted on methods to aqcuire information
pertinent to the thesis project. The intention with the manifesto was to
ensure that the information gathered would represent the city from the
perspective of the visually impaired.
With inspiration from the Situationist Internationale movement and
their explorations of Paris through their manifesto and method of derivé 05 ,
guided through the city by intuition, I devised a similiar method to be guided

TEMPERATURE
Sunlight
Shadow

through Hamburg by intuition in addition to sensory stimuli.
To thoroughly experience the city from a blind perspective, I arranged
a guided blind-tour of the city center. A married couple, the Ohrens, both

WIND

legally blind and residing in Hamburg, are the owners of Blind durch
Hamburg, which hosts blinded tours through Hamburg, to experience

The smell of fresh air

various parts of the city ecuipped with a blindfold and a white cane.
The route stretched from the Hauptbahnhof towards the Rathausmarkt

Warm breezes

and accordingly through the most central part of the city. I requested my
tour guide to show me her preferred route through the city on the way

Gushes of wind

out, and her least favourite on the way back, to understand the difference
between the soundscape, the crowd and traffic scenario and the spatialities
of the various places in the city, and how their innate qualities would appeal
to the blind community.
The info gathered in the course of my explorations was accumulated

SENSE OF SPACE
Comprehensible

in several visual materials. A map and transcription of sound registrations
accompanied a visual map, circling potential sites for the project and

Incomprehensible

pertinent data observed. The details of each experience was transcribed and
analysed afterwards as an aide in the discoverance of a potential site for the
thesis project.

SOUND
05 |

as described in >>On the Passage of a few People through a rather
Brief Moment in Time <<, pg. 198 & 199

Echoes
Vibrations
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1 HBH Hamburg Hauptbahnhof

cultural institutions

4 Norddeutsche Hörbucherei
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Lesebehinderte Menschen

2 Dialogue House

Exhibition : Dialog im Dunkel

5 Sankt Nikolai Denkmal
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DERIVÉ

The exploratory walks through Hamburg revealed several potential
spots for a project proposal. What they had in common was a duality in
their sensory landscape which shifted between the immensity and chaos
of urbanity and the clarity of definite boundaries and restricted sensory
absorption. The adjacency to one of the water channels or an area of
vegetation offered a softer opposition to the hard urban landscape of
concrete and asphalt and solid walls, that changed the audio landscape and
softened the echoes of the street.

When one takes a walk through a

The accessibility of the possible location from main access points in

landscape dominated by vegetation and

the city (i.e. Hauptbahnhof, Rathausmarkt & Jungfernstieg), was important

nature, the sensorical system receive and

in view of the fact that public transport is one of the main sources of

process 2500 impulses per second. In the

transportation for the blind community. Where they were to walk around

nature scenario, one experiences a directed

the city, it was taken into account that the route had few pedestrian

attention. In the case of being in an urban

crossings and that those had audio signals.

landscape and on a heavily trafficked street,

Where the boundless murial of the city was divided into definite and

the sensory system receive and process up

limited spaces, there was another sense of scale and a reduction of sensory

to 10.000 impulses per second, resulting in

inputs, which increased a sense of orientation and directed attention.

an overstimulation of the sensory system

With a decrease in impulses, there was a heightened awareness of tactile

and a scattered attention. The individual

surfaces and details in the urban fabric. The spaces that offered both a sense

will experience difficulty attaining directed

of definite scale, a connection to vegetation and the sound of water and a

attention towards detail under the influence

connection to the multiplicity of urban life was favorable for the location of

of overstimulation of sensory inputs. 06

the project proposal.
With the central placement of the project proposal in favor of the
rehabilitation with one’s surrounding and challenging the acclimatization of
the preception system to accomodate urban life, it was important to provide
the users of the center with the opportunity to retreat from the murial of
sensory inputs to a quiter setting with a calming environment and elements
of nature, to relieve the perception system momentarily.

06|

Brinkmanns Briks, DR P1,

wednesday 09.11.2020
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TRANSCRIPTION OF SENSORY IMPRESSIONS

02.19.20 11.45 30 SEC

fig 14 |

Windy conditions, pressing against my back. The
sun is on my left cheek, and heats up the back of
my coat. There is a constant, distant chatting in
the background. The place seems very open and
expansive, with sound impressions travelling to
me from every direction. A busy space.

044

Gravel under people’s boots as they pass me.
Somebody whistles. Monotonous backdrop of
infrastructural noise and people chatting. Windy
conditions. Somebody stands close to me, moving
around in little steps. A whistle again, then a
bicycle bell. Screech of a bird. The rustling of
breezes through tree branches and leaves.

02.20.20 11.52 31 SEC

045

02.20.20 11.58 30 SEC

02.20.20 12.02 31 SEC

There’s a strong wind in my back. Cars passing,
then a bus. Two german men passes me,
midconversation. A rhythmic bipping, higher
pitched and more frequent than before. The light
at the pedestrian crossing is green.

02.21.20 12.30 31 SEC WALKING

A child is crying helplessly in my vicinity as a
family passes me by. I walk on a concrete surface,
the soundprints of my shoesoles hollow and quiet.
Strong gushes of wind hit my right side. A constant
high noise level of infrastructural noise passing
underneath. The air is very cold. My hand rests on
a cold steel railing.

A truck passes by. There’s a constant background
noise, people chatting as they pass me, cars
driving by slowly. A monotonous bipping informs
me that there’s a pedestrian light. It is red at the
moment.
022

02.21.20 12.21 38 SEC

046

02.21.20 12.32 33 SEC WALKING

Small gravel bits are caught under my soles and
makes a crunchy noise when I walk. I walk down
stairs, the distinct noise of descending stairs. The
surface change as I descent to the pavement. I catch
up with the family with the crying baby. The wind
is slighter milder here. High infrastructural noises
create the background for the scene.

There’s a quiet rustle of water behind me,
interrupted by the passing of large vehicles
on cobblestones. The noise level increases
dramatically, only to die down again.
068

091

02.22.20 11.38 30 SEC

02.22.20 11.41 30 SEC

A car is running idly. The wind is pressingly
strong. Cars pass by in my near vicinity. A car
brakes, its brake a highpitched whirring sound.
070

Somebody laughs in my near vicinity, cutlery
making noises, the echo reverberates from both
ceiling and walls. The people disappears out of
earsight. A low drum in the background. There’s a
distinctive smell of baked goods.
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fig 15 | Sensory map. Out of scale.
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02.23.20 11.23 31 SEC

Cars are humming constantly in the distance, at
a low audible level. A bike passes by, then a car
passes by on my immidiate right. Another car,
at a slower speed. The soundscape is mushed
together, not any sound discernible.

+

019

011

+
012

02.23.20 11.18 30 SEC

It seems like a sheltered place. Almost no sounds
from the surrounding city. I can’t detect any footprints in my vicinity. A single car drives by.

02.22.20 11.49 31 SEC

Footsteps pass me by on hard pavement stones,
distinct voices, muﬄed by the dead echo between
facades. There seems very quiet and void of
activity. The sun falls on my back.

02.23.20 11.12 30 SEC INDOORS

A lofty, narrow place. Indoors. The air is slightly
humid and stillstanding. The echoes from
sound around me dissipates into each other,
so the individual sound is difficult to seperate
from the general soundscape. A low constant of
commotion from shops around me. The sound of
people talking.

02.22.20 11.46 31 SEC

A steady wind hits my back. Somebody laughs
while they talk. A couple passes me. The space
seems closed in on two sides, becoming a tunnel
of sound and wind.

02.22.20 16.32 30 SEC INDOORS

+

Quiet. Distant commotion, dimmed by buildings
or boundaries. A dense silence. A narrow, tall
space. There’s a dead echo among the facades.
A courtyard. Somebody walks past the port to
the backyard, talking. As quickly as the sound
emerges, it disappears.

A car passes, slows down and stops. Another
car speeds up and rushes past, on my left side.
Another car passes. The wind hits me in my face.
It’s relatively enclosed.
069

02.22.20 16.28 30 SEC

028

090

02.22.20 11.35 31 SEC

+

067

029

The wind rushes in my back. A dim sound
of traffic. The wind picks up speed. There
is relatively silent around me. Something
indeterminate clatters against the ground.

+

02.21.20 16.53 30 SEC

+

An open space, with wind from several directions.
The air is cold, with no warmth from the sun.
A woman says sorry. Cars passing in rapid
sequences. People talk in every direction. A
couple pass close by me, the sound of their
footsteps vivid. A larger vehicle passes by in high
speed. Wild wind rush.

101

066

02.22.20 16.19 31 SEC

098

089

+

02.21.20 16.49 31 SEC WALKING

02.22.20 16.16 31 SEC U-BAHN

A whirring. Clattering of indeterminate objects.
A monotonous hum. Voices of people increasing
and decreasing, as they pass by me. A dead
echo between the walls. A thundering roar as
an underground train approaches. It’s hard to
discern where the individual noises come from.

I am walking on cobbled stones. The underlay is
uneven, and each footprint sounds different. A car
passes on the cobbled street, making a distinct high
sound, small ratllings when tire hits stones.

02.21.20 12.18 31 SEC

Gravel under shoesoles. A wind rushes in my back
and catches a tartualin on a construction sight on
my left, waving if back and forth. Another strong
rush of wind on my left and in my back. There’s
somebody at work at the construction site,
clatterings of things. A cold air.

088

02.21.20 16.46 31 SEC

100

043

065

02.22.20 16.10 30 SEC

Infrastructural noises diminishes and the sound
of a multitude of people in quick conversations,
mid-calls and listening to music emerges along
with the sound of bicycles and skateboards. The
wind is soaring through the air in what seems to
be an open space. The place is shadowy and chill.

There’s a slight wind hitting my back. A narrow
place, the sound echoing off facades. Voices
from construction reaches me clearly. A slight
backdrop of distant cars.

02.21.20 12.15 31 SEC

An open space, no narrowness or direction in
the sound travelling. The church bells bellowing
are in my nearest vicinity. They play a high toned
melody. There’s wind sweeping across the square.
I sense cars passing a bit farther away.

02.20.20 11.41 31 SEC WALKING

There’s a strong wind in my back, coming in
rushes. An asian woman laughs in the distance
while she talks to somebody. People pass me by,
mid-conversation. Someone whistles.
021

042

02.20.20 11.38 30 SEC

A strong wind passes. Somebody talks close to me.
S truck speeds up and past me. I hear the audible
signal marking the green light. I pass the pedestrian
crossing, the high-pitched rhythmic thumping
decreases, just to be replaced by the next audible
signal. A couple passes me, one of them speaking
german. A strong rush of wind hits me in the face.
020

A small rush of wind. A voice a little way of,
a tourist guide talking to his group in that
particular authoritative way. His voice echoes off
facades. A low monotonous hum of traffic farther
away. The sound of ducks quacking. a slight rush
of water.

02.20.20 11.31 30 SEC

064

02.21.20 12.11 30 SEC

087

02.21.20 16.38 30 SEC

There’s an indoor feeling to the space, although
the wind gushes tells me it’s outside. There’s
clear, but few construction sounds. Very quiet.
A narrow space. The sounds reverberates off
facades. A car in the distance.

02.22.20 16.03 31 SEC

+ 099

019

041

063

I walk along a covered passage paved with stone
tiles, the sound of my footsteps echoing from
three directions. The wind rushes along my face.
A couple of men passes me, talking. The wind
increases. I can hear water in my near vicinity.

096

Somebody is walking on cobblestones covered
with gravel, creating a crunchy sound. Church
bells in the background, playing a cheerful
tune. The wind comes in small rushes. There
is construction to my immidiate right, and a
constant dull whirring. The sounds of the city is
mostly drowned out.

02.19.20 16.22 32 SEC

A rapid succesion of cars on my left mix with
the sounds of many footsteps and snippets of
conversations around me. A busy space.

02.21.20 12.08 40 SEC

02.23.20 13.01 31 SEC

There’s a constancy of noise around me. A breeze
blows a fresh smell of water in from behind me
and clashes with the distinct smell of fuel fumes
and fastfood. A slow, heavy vehicle drives past. I
hear snippets of conversations and footsteps all
around me. The muﬄed sound of music through
headphones. A skateboard passes, creating
distinct clickings in the spaces between the tiles.

02.21.20 16.32 30 SEC

I have goosebumps on my skin from the
combination of cold wind on my front and the
lack of sun on my face. The area behind me seems
sheltered, but the area in front of me seems
very wide. A rush of cars in high speed passes,
disturbing the soundscape.

106

102

018

062

086

My footprints echoes between the ground,
facade to my left, and the covered passage I pass
underneath. A couple passes me, and a woman
laugh, starting a loud hollow echo in the passage.

+

02.19.20 16.11 30 SEC

People pass close by me, and I hear snippets of
conversations. There’s background noises of cars.
A larger vehicle passes, then a motorcycle. It feels
like a wind tunnel.

02.21.20 12.05 30 SEC

02.21.20 16.01 30 SEC

The wind comes in strong rushes, hitting my face
with force. The place feels narrow. No warmth on
my face. The air is icy cold. There’s no discernible
noises of people or cars.

Church bells in the background, a melodic
tune. The wind is pouring in, and there is the
occasional sound from a construction side on the
far side of the bridge. The place feels open and
friendly. a faint warmth of sunray on my face.

There’s a dimness of sound behind me, and I
sense an approach towards a busier space, as the
sound of multitude of people chatting reach me
from the front and there is a faint noise of traffic.

017

061

02.23.20 12.51 30 SEC

+

039

A car door smacks. The sound of a car blinking.
a couple of ladies talking. A man walks past
me, talking. The vehicle keeps blinking in the
background. There’s an airy quality to this place.
No sound reverberating off facades. A breeze
blows through my hair, the sun warms my face.

02.21.20 15.55 21 SEC WALKING

Walking along the street, clear and slightly hollow
sounds on the hard pavement. A baby wails. An
airplane passes by overhead. I hear cars in the
distance. The wind has died down.

I am walking on a pavement of hard stones. There’s
a quiet background soundscape. Each step on the
stones are hard and make a clear noise, with a
slight reverberation into the stone. No wind.

02.19.20 16.08 30 SEC

The sounds travel farther in this space. I sense
a lesser building on my left, judged by how the
background noises echoes off the facade. Rays
of sunshine heat up my face, the warmth broken
by intermittent breezes. There is a chaotic
soundscape of people chatting all around, mixed
with the occational honk of a car. A busy space.

02.21.20 11.48 31 SEC WALKING

02.22.20 15.55 31 SEC

105

106

038

060

085

There’s a slight backdrop of urban sounds, cars
passing in the distance. It feels like an enclosed
space, but still outdoors. Somebody passes
with music, perhaps on a bike. A car passes by.
Somebody laughs on my left. A bicycle passes.

097

02.19.20 16.01 31 SEC

There’s very quiet. A breeze passes me, cold air
on my face. There’s infrastructural noise behind
me, very dimly. Rays of sunshine on my face. The
place feels narrow. The sound doesn’t travel far.
The wind increases momentarily, then dies down
again. There’s a rushing of water.

A consistent background noise, like construction
sounds mixed with the whirring of constant
traffic. People talking vaguely in my vicinity. The
faint sound of a breeze fluttering on a watery
surface. The sounds seem to dissipate into the
distance, not bouncing off boundary surfaces.

02.21.20 15.22 30 SEC WALKING

I walk on a stoned surface. There’s momentary
shelter from the wind, before it suddenly rushes
against my left cheek. A cold air. The sound of
infrastructure increases to a constant humming.

02.21.20 11.35 30 SEC

02.22.20 15.50 31 SEC

02.23.20 12.47 31 SEC

+

037

084

104

103

A constant roar of rushing water, creating a
background noisescape that drowns out the
urban sounds. People passing by. A wind rushes
past, undisturbed. No sensations of facades
absorbing sound anywhere. I am grabbing a cold
steel railing and feels drops of water hitting my
hands.

059

02.22.20 13.46 31 SEC

A car honks, twice, not so near me. There’s wind
in the air. Vehicles passing by in slow speed, one
of them brakes slightly. That brake needs some
oil, it’s screehing terribly. I hear a bike and sense
people passing by me, but their footsteps are
mostly absorbed by the smooth asphalt.

02.21.20 15.17 31 SEC

A car comes to a slow halt, turns and then
speeds up again. Asphalt underlay. People passes
me, talking. Another car approaches on my left
side and speeds past. A car holds idly by the
pavement. After a while, the engine is turned off.

Closer to the streets. A covered passage. Cars
passing on my left. A car brakes, screeching.
People talking on both sides of me. The sound
echoes around me and disappears to the left. A
slight breeze passes, then a skateboard, scuttling
over the gaps between the tiles. Cars. A woman in
heels. A couple talking.

104

There is a quiet hustle and bustle in the space
surrounding me, an air of activity. A single car
passes by me. Several people pass on either
side of the street, all in busy conversations,
the sound of their footprints creating clacking
sounds against the hard pavement. The sound of
infrastructure is muﬄed and intermittant.

040

016

058

02.21.20 11.29 30 SEC

083

02.23.20 12.42 30 SEC

+

036

A couple passes me in deep, hushed conversation.
Their footsteps echo slightly off the rough
pavement. A wind rushes past me, rustling a crisp
paper left on the street. The space seems quiet.
015

02.21.20 11.23 30 SEC

There’s an airy quality to the space. Commotion
in the background. Otherwise relatively quiet. The
space is shaded

02.19.20 15.33 31 SEC

The sound of footsteps on a hard, rough surface
echoes off tall facades. There’s a chatter of people
rustling by me on both sides. A dim sound of cars
reach me from behind. A warm ray of sun hits my
face.
014

035

103

02.22.20 13.28 31 SEC

There’s a distant whirring of construction sounds
in the background. A rush of wind hits my face
and with it the smell of water and greenery,
mixed with freshly poured concrete.

02.21.20 15.02 30 SEC

The sounds of footsteps on asphalt resonates
wildly between the facades of opposite standing
buildings. It feels like a wind tunnel, with strong
rushes of wind that almost tips my balance and
sweeps of my feet. The space seems slightly silent
and oppressive.

I walk along a covered passage, footsoles hitting
hard stone tiles with a slight echo. A commotion
on my right as I follow a curve in the passage. The
space around me narrows in, the sound echoes
larger.

+

013

057

I hear the faint rumblings of an U-Bahn train,
masked by the sound of water. There’s no
footprints or sound of voices nearby.

02.19.20 15.01 41 SEC

A car comes brakes hard, then speeds up
suddenly. Another keeps idling in my left, while
cars pass in rapid succession in front of me.
A wind picks up and hit me from the right. I
sense people standing in every direction of me,
chatting. There’s an echo of the soundscape that
bounces off a facade behind me.
012

02.21.20 11.18 30 SEC

082

02.23.20 12.38 30 SEC

105

Clatterings of cups nearby, echoing off vertical
surfaces. Trapped inside an enclose, this is a lofty
indoors space. A monotonous hum of people
chatting. A sudden cold wind hits my back, as a
door slams behind me. Then stillness in the air
again, before the chatter of people resumes.
011

034

02.19.20 14.27 30 SEC INDOORS

Constant whirring. A car rushing by. Background
noises disturbing the stillness of the scene, like
construction sounds. Somebody hammering on
something. Whirring again. No wind. No sun. It
feels slightly cold.

02.21.20 14.57 30 SEC

The wind rustles the leaves and branches of trees
behind me. I can hear the small lapping waves of
water provoked by the wind rushes in front of me.
The space seems very open and peaceful, until a
long trail of cars drives past on a nearby street.

A vacuum in the soundscape. There’s an airy
quality to the space, yet it feels oppressive and
windy. A car rushes by.

102

02.22.20 13.21 31 SEC

082

010

056

02.21.20 11.14 30 SEC

081

There is quiet. Low ceiling. The sound travels
farther horisontally than vertically. There is a faint
hint of commotion, of urban sounds somewhere.
A man coughs. The sound echoes vividly between
the walls. The sound level is very low, when the
echo of the cough dies down.

02.22.20 13.16 30 SEC

Screeching brakes. Sounds of constructions.
Materials thrown into a container, making a roar
of loud sounds. Screeching noises again. Silence
in the aftermath. I sense some dust in the air.
Shadowy place, no sun on my face.

02.23.20 12.23 30 SEC

+

033

There’s a faint sound of water and a sense that
I am in a tunnel of sorts. The shadows cast by
buildings towering up on both sides of me,
creates a cold atmosphere. I can smell the water.

101

084

02.19.20 14.21 30 SEC

02.21.20 11.09 30 SEC

02.22.20 13.08 31 SEC

085

032

080

02.23.20 12.16 55 SEC WALKING

Clear steps on hard surface. The perimeters I walk
through changes, echoings off the facades. From
a smaller enclosement to a higher, open space.
Commotion in the background of cutlery, porcelain
and voices speaking. Now a slight breeze. Passing
sounds music on my left. My footprint evens out
and sounds more flat, then a turn and into a roofed
corridor. The sound of my shoes hitting the hard
stone pavement echoes among the surfaces. I climb
a couple of stairs, the sound of my feet harder and
reminiscent of stomping. The roof is lower here, the
sounds echoes more horisontally. Somebody coughs
near me, and the sound echoes far and wide.

02.22.20 12.49 30 SEC

A strong wind is hitting me from left. A few cars
passes by in the distance. Several cars honks
aggressively. Chatterings of people among the
hum of constant traffic. Sun rays on my face.

02.21.20 14.53 31 SEC

A sharp sound of water. A particular dripping. The
sound of a pedestrian light. Drippling water on an
umbrella, a car passes by. A low wind rushes by,
then picks up speed and falls down again.

02.22.20 12.43 34 SEC

+

A wind catches my coat and flips it with the
distinctive noise of heavy textile. There’s a dim
chatter and sound of footsteps around me. The
echo from the footsteps bounces off a facade to
my right.

055

079

02.23.20 12.02 30 SEC

Standing in an enclosed space. A very slight
breeze. A low monotonous hum of background
noise, mostly unnoticable. Somebody talking
farther away. The sound of a larger vehicle rises
above the hum. Quiet, undisturbed.

There’s a sound of a storebell ringing behind
me. A bunch of children is playing around me, a
confusing array of laughter and yelling. I hear the
voices of adults passing me in deep conversation.

02.21.20 14.52 31 SEC

Dripples of water on an umbrella passing me. A
larger vehicle passes by behind me, then another.
A couple approach me, footsteps echoing along
raindrops on a hard surface, A child calls for his
papa. Another vehicle.

02.21.20 11.01 32 SEC

The soundscape is dim. A man walks briskly
by, his leather shoes creating distinct echoes
against the cobblestone pavement. He’s talking,
presumably on the phone. The sun falls on my
back, and is accompanied by a slight breeze.

02.19.20 14.14 30 SEC

054

099

Multiple cars passing rapidly. They are close to me
on my left. A bicycle passes, the cyclist ringing its
bell. The cars pass by in high speed. The sound
doesn’t seem very restricted, communicating to
me a wide street. A slight wind hits my back.
078

02.23.20 11.55 30 SEC

A slight breeze hits my face. I stand in a small
enclosed passage, open to the free. There’s
a constant sound of water streaming. No
discernible sounds of the city beyond. The sound
of water is calming.

02.22.20 12.38 31 SEC

100
077

02.21.20 14.49 30 SEC WALKING

The wind rushes forcibly against my back. I discern
cars idly holding for a red light, but no audible
pedestrian signs. People approaching my, talking
to each other. I pass the street, background noises
of the city dominating the soundscape, topped by
the light rain that adds a monotonous noise to the
scene. The sound of my footprint is almost absorbed
by the smooth asphalt.

098

083

A car pass by on cobbled stones at low speed. The
commotion of the city seems shielded and dim.
The few footsteps I can hear around me seems
very vivid. The sounds travel far and I receive the
impression that I am in a square, judging by the
far echo of cars and footsteps passing.
031

053

02.21.20 10.55 30 SEC

Commotion. A lot of people talking. Low
ceilinged, indoor space, with a slight breeze
blowing in from the outside. The people talking
interrupts each other and talks simultanuously.
”Was?!”, a man exclaims. They keep talking. The
sounds fill out the entirety of the space.

02.22.20 12.34 32 SEC

There’s a constant constellation of metal, wires
and screeching brakes colliding in a distracting
noisescape that almost drowns out the rest of
the city soundscape. The train rolls into the train
station in the near distance, and the hustle of
footprints and conversions emerge in the void.
The wind is strong and coming from several
directions. The space seems open and wide.

02.23.20 11.42 30 SEC

086

030

076

02.21.20 14.27 31 SEC

There’s strong gushes of wind in my back. The
sound of a skateboard over tiled pavement on my
left. Cars passes me on my left side. Screeching
carbrakes. People talking in the distant. A facade
on my right creates shelter from further sounds.
Approaching me is a roar of car noise, drowning
out everything else.

02.20.20 14.32 30 SEC

I stand by the pedestrian light, its audible
rhythmic sound alerting me to the red light. A car
passes on my left. Another larger vehicle passes.
It’s raining slightly, the sound of raindrops hitting
the ground, in the absence of traffic noise.

02.19.20 14.10 30 SEC

Many footsteps passing in different directions.
A rhythmic thumping in the background. A
monotonous level of commotion. The sounds of a
rubber sole passing close by.

052

097

02.22.20 12.21 34 SEC

Cars are passing rapidly by. A wild wind rush. A
slight echoing sound off a facade behind me. It
seems like a large space. The air is cold. Cars are
passing by irregularly.

I walk on concrete pavement. The sound is flat,
with a hint of an echo. The cold wind rushes in my
back, while a ray of sun warms by coat. Short wind
gushes rush above a water surface. There’s a church
bell ringing somewhere.

02.20.20 14.22 30 SEC

Water dripples more strongly than before. There’s
a sound of an ambulance or police car in the
distance. Small rushes of wind hits me. the air
is not too cold. the dripple of water is the most
prominent sound in the soundscape. A ray of
sunshine warms my cheek.

+

029

02.21.20 14.19 30 SEC WALKING

075

02.23.20 11.35 30 SEC

092

009

051

096

Behind me, the sound echoes off a facade. In
front, cars are passing at considerable speed. A
car speeds up close to me. The air is cold.

02.21.20 14.07 30 SEC WALKING

I walk on a tiled surface, with strong wind coming
in from the right. The stonetiles underneath create
a clear and precise sound when my soles hit them.
An echo reverberates from the collision between tile
and sole. Background noises of infrastructure and
bicycles passing by. Construction work nearby.

The wind rushes in from left. There’s a distinct
sound of traffic in the near distance. A car brakes
from slow speed to a halt, slight screeching.

Muttering conversations in passing, shoes hitting
the ground around me, passing in a blur. A wind
hits me in the back, a rush of cold air.
008

050

02.23.20 11.27 30 SEC

Busy atmosphere. A couple of german men drives
by in mid-conversation. There’s a slight echo.

02.22.20 12.12 30 SEC WALKING

I walk on a hard surface, pass a metal manhole
cover, creating a hard hollow sound. Cobbled street.
A rush of wind. Then a metal plate on the ground
create hollow sounds when my boots hits it, echoing
slightly. A car passes. There are construction sounds
in the background. A narrow street, the facades
echoes the footsteps of my shoes.
074

095

+

028

073

02.21.20 12.41 30 SEC WALKING

I walk on a cobbled street, the wind rushes against
my back. A change and the sound echoes slightly
for a while, then it resumes as a flat sound. There is
a dim noise of construction and infrastructure.

02.20.20 14.17 31 SEC

A constancy of infrastructural sounds. A car
brakes. another gasses up, a larger vehicle. A
bicycle passes. A slight breeze blows past. A group
of people passes me, talking.

02.19.20 13.26 31 SEC INDOORS

An indoors space, no traction from the
smooth hard floor. Clattering of coins. On my
left, somebody coughs. There is a clattering
of porcelain. People talking dimly, multiple
conversations intercepting each other as the
conversationists move around. Somebody
passes immidiately by me on my right and I get
a claustrophobic feeling. There’s a dense sense
of sound and space, the smell of coffee and
something sweet in the air.
007

027

049

02.20.20 14.12 31 SEC

A very strong wind keeps rolling in and pushes
me backwards. The wind hits my face with force,
a strong and cold air. There’s a background
commotion of cars in the distance and people
farther away.

02.21.20 12.37 30 SEC

I am inside. The music is pumping rhythmically
in the background. I hear bits of conversation
all around me, melting together in a jumble of
sound. There’s a constant clattering of cutlery
against ceramics.

A bicycle passes. A car brakes in the distance.
Construction sounds, a monotonous whirring.
A woman passes, her heeled boots against the
cobblestones betrays her. The wind is in my back.

02.20.20 14.09 31 SEC

A car passes on my left, another follows.
Somebody talking on my right. A strong ushering
of wind. A bus comes to a halt, then speeds up
and away again. Another strong rush of wind.
026

048

02.22.20 11.58 31 SEC INSIDE

087

A lot of people passes by, chatter on both sides
of me. There’s a rhythmic thumping in the
background. I hear cars passing on my right. I am
walking along the street, my footsteps soft and clear
in the soundscape, just a little echoing from the
pavement underneath. I walk past many people.
Slightly windy.
006

025

072

There’s a constant background noise of cars not
far away. I stand on a cobblestone pavement,
which I discern when a woman pass by me,
wearing high heels. The wind comes from
different directions, and in small rushes.

+

02.19.20 13.22 31 SEC WALKING

02.20.20 12.20 31 SEC WALKING

I hear the monotonous sound of the pedestrian
signal again, above the cars passing at a reasonable
speed. A thud. The wind in my back. I cross the
street and the sound from one audiosignal travels
behind me as it is replaced by the next signal in
front of me. A larger vehicle, bus probably, passes
and leaves a void in the soundscape.

02.19.20 13.20 31 SEC

A street musician performs in the background.
People are talking, their voice coming from
different directions. the musician is between
performances, and in the absence of his
performance, an ambulance is heard in the
distance. Cars are passing by behind me. When
the musician picks up again, more chatter among
groups of people emerges. the sound travels far.
This is a larger space.
005

024

02.21.20 12.34 31 SEC

091

004

047

A wind sweeps along the street. Cars are passing
by at slow speed. The sound impressions comes
mostly from the direction I face. Behind me the
noise is dimmed, reverberating off of facades and
an overhang passage. I sense the sun on my face.

02.19.20 13.16 31 SEC

The wind is strong and pressing from different
directions. Outside. It comes in waves. The space
seems unlimited by buildings. cars pass by in high
speed. A monotonous voice in the background,
announcing the departure of a train. One after
another, there’s a rapid succesion of cars. Then
a pause, while the infrastructural sounds shift,
coming from another direction.

02.20.20 12.15 30 SEC

+

003

023

090

A chaotic soundscape of steps passing me in
every direction, echoing and clacking off of
a smooth, hard surface. I hear snippets of a
multitude of conversations in different languages.
A monotonous electric noise intercepts, a voice
announcing the departure of a train. The sound
of a train braking in the distance, an echo that
reverberates off of many surfaces, telling me that
I am in a complex structure of facades within a
larger structure.

088

02.19.20 13.11 30 SEC INDOORS

+

002

089

001
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TRANSCRIPTION OF SENSORY IMPRESSIONS

fig 16 |

006

33

02.19.20 13.26 31 SEC INDOORS

An indoors space, no traction from the
smooth hard floor. Clattering of coins. On my
left, somebody coughs. There is a clattering
of porcelain. People talking dimly, multiple
conversations intercepting each other as the
conversationists move around. Somebody
passes immidiately by me on my right and I get
a claustrophobic feeling. There’s a dense sense
of sound and space, the smell of coffee and
something sweet in the air.

fig 17 |

052

02.21.20 14.27 31 SEC

fig 18 |

037

02.21.20 11.35 30 SEC

There’s strong gushes of wind in my back. The

There’s very quiet. A breeze passes me, cold air

sound of a skateboard over tiled pavement

on my face. There’s infrastructural noise behind

on my left. Cars passes me on my left side.

me, very dimly. Rays of sunshine on my face. The

Screeching carbrakes. People talking in the

place feels narrow. The sound doesn’t travel far.

distant. A facade on my right creates shelter

The wind increases momentarily, then dies down

from further sounds. Approaching me is a roar

again. There’s a rushing of water.

of car noise, drowning out everything else.

Chosen site location based on close vicinity to
the Hauptbahnhof, pedestrian accessibility,
adjacency to the water and placement on a
quiet sidestreet to a busy boulevard.

BÖRSEBRUCKE 06-08, 20457 HAMBURG

SITE

34

Noise scale ascending from smaller to larger
scale, the lighter the circle the more pleasant
the sound, the darkerhe circle the more
disturbing the sound is for the soundscape

SITE EXPLORATIONS

b Site possibility 01

1 Handelskammer Hamburg

c Site possibility 01

2 Der Alte Börse
3 Saint Nikolai Denkmal

N

fig 20 | Diagram, out of scale. Listed buildings are marked by
black. Site marked by dotted line.

The site, Börsebrucke 6-8, is located in the Nikolai

strip of garden between the two buildings. It was the

Fleet quarter, adjacent to the boulevard Größer

only spot I had experienced in the city where the wind

Burstah & Rathausmarkt, and hence centrally situated

was quiter from the shelthered position between the

in the Altstadt of Hamburg. 3 pedestrian crossings

buildings and where the sunlight was allowed to fall

seperate the site from the Hauptbahnhof and one

upon my figure and warm my face. The sound of the

pedestrian crossing from the Rathausmarkt.

water echoed clear and unequivocally.

My attention was drawn to the particular site out

The exploratory map highlights some of the aspects

of the possible sites discovered during the exploratory

experienced by the blind. The map features hightlights in

walks due to its location on the water channel and

the area, positions of sound records, potential sites and

the fact that it had an existing access point directly

scale indications. Site 01 chosen as final location.

towards the channel, though publicly closed off. By
coincidence I happened to gain access to the closed

fig 19 | Fragment of exploratory mapping of site location & its
immediate vicinity. Out of scale.
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SITE

Börsebrucke 06-08

The canals are an integral part of Hamburgs

is not of a preservatory nature.

DNA, and the city has been dependant on them for its

As the municipality of Hamburg wishes the

development and position as the biggest harbor city in

urban retail area to expand into the Nikolai Fleet and

Europe. Although it maintains a fundamental position

revitalise the Größer Burstah, which was once a grand

in the city, most of its buildings are oriented towards

city street, I saw it fit to assume, for the sake of the

the streets and away from the channels. There are thus

project, that the address Börsebrucke 06-08 containing

few situations apart from the retail area, located on

offices and no public admittance or programme,

the channels, and the Innen Alster where the water is

would be demolished in favour of a proposal that

accessible.

would activate the location in an urban retail area. In

In keeping with the municipality’s ambition and

contrast, the neighbouring buildings on Börsebrucke

development plan for the city and area, I mapped out

have been refitted in the past decade to contain some

the listed buildings in the area. The site I happened

degree of public programme.

upon during my investigative walks through Hamburg,

fig 21 | Collaging the progression of the street as seen from the water side
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fig 23 | Patriotische Gesellschaft. Neighbouring building with
active facade towards the side. Börsebrucke 10.

fig 24 | Building opposite the street, containing a small italian
restaurantt. Börsebrucke 07.

fig 25 | Across the bridge. Tröstbrucke 02.
fig 22 | Picture taken from the tower of Nikolai Denkmal towards Größer Burstah.

However the random motive and framing of the picture, as though a blind
individual had taken it, it illustrates the vicinity of the water channel and street of
the site location to the Rathausmarkt and Binnen Alster behind it, The backside of
the Rathaus has for the past century been home to the financial district of Hamburg.
Presently the municipality wishes to expand the retail area into Nikolai Quartier. It
is the municipality’s wish to revive the financial district, which has seen a decline in
activity, since many of the traditional financial institutions have relocated elsewhere.

fig 26 | Across the channel. Börsebrucke 02.
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NIKOLAIFLEET

27 | the site in its context. Out of scale.

SITE

N
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PROGRAMME
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The program for the project proposal derived from a wish to
accomodate the blind perspective in the urban fabric.
The rehabilitation of recently visually deprived individuals would
require a private institution, with opportunity for temporary residence,
consultations with medical and psychiatrical faculty (house-calls or
in-house faculty) and an environment which could accommodate mental,
social and physical readjustment and rehabilitation.
To avoid that the rehabilitation center would suffer the same
consequences as the detachment from society that the visually
disadvantaged experiences, it became apparent that there should be a social
link that would connect the building compound to the life of its urban
surroundings.
Through correspondance with blind Hamburg residents and studies of
the cityscape, it became evident that a feeling of cohesion with the general
population and a platform for social interaction in the blind community was
the missing link for the visually impaired and blind in Hamburg.
Since there is no place in Hamburg Innenstadt where the blind and
visually impaired community can bump into each other, so to speak, it was
the intention with the project proposal to create a platform for random
social interaction among the visually, and unfortunately more often than
not, socially deprived.

the café
The public link.

A massage clinic, a manufacturing workshop of various handmade
products and associated shop, a music school, a library for the blind, a café
or restaurant served by the blind? The thesis has explored several different
programs in relation to the site and its urban context.

the library
The public and social
institution.

Bearing in mind that the Hörbucherei, the library for the blind
community, have no public admittance, it would seem appropriate to
facilitate a sattelite function of the library with public entry to a large

the rehabilitation center
The private institution.

selection of books, braille books and audio books, as well as reading rooms
where the books can be enjoyed and kindred spirits be met over a reading
session. The library would offer a platform for introvert contemplation and
incidental social encounters alike.
But while the library for the blind would be a publicly accessible
programme, its appeal would in large be limited to the blind and deaf
community and its relatives. A public link should appeal to a larger
target audience. Hence a café served by the blind would be added to the
programme. It would draw attention towards the compound on street level
and invite the general population into the rehabilitation, on the premises of
the blind. As the rehabilitation with one’s surroundings include gastronomic
surroundings, the cooking and serving food for the public would mark the
completion of this rehabilitation as well as pave the road for a possible job in
the restaurant business.

the immaterial
the distribution hall
The link.

the garden
The sensorical retreat from
busy city streets.
fig 28 | layering the program on site.
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The program consists of three different functions that are tied to the
scales of reach and an overall reinterpretation of the role of the blind in an
urban context.
The introverted in contrast to the extroverted. The project will
accommodate both the private and the public, the community and the
general population. The accommodation of temporary residents at the
rehabilitation center will act as the private institution, while the library will
act as the semi-public community center and the café as an invitation to the
public.

fig 29 | sketching out the site conditions.

fig xx | investigative map of the site conditions.
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fig 30 | Accessibility in Detail. The front page.

RESEARCH ON ACCESSIBILITY FOR THE BLIND
This thesis seeks to re-formulate the approach to building for the blind
and visually impaired. To accomodate the needs particular to the blind
community, the project have encompassed a study of the handbook entitled
>>Accessibility in Detail<< [Tilgængelighed I detaljen; Håndbog om blinde
og svagsynedes behov for indretning I det indre og ydre miljø] authored by
the Danish association for the blind community [Dansk Blindesamfund],
which features standards and regulations for building with the blind in
mind. The standards prescribed in >>Accessibility in Detail<< has been
challenged or reinterpreted to fit the intentions of the thesis project. The
regulations have informed the conceptual development of the design
proposal.
Accessibility in Detail has been developed by the Danish Association
for the Blind Community as a separate appendix to the common building
regulations, and is their addition to the building regulations to fit the
constructed space to the use of the blind community.
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fig 31 | Preferred logical construct of
constructed space, as according to the Blind
Association, described in >>Accessibility in
detail<<.
Logical, rigid, systematic.

3.2.4 communication routes
( natural arteries and corridors )

>> Visually impaired have problems with both quite narrow passages and
quite wide passages. In the small passage the blind equipped with white cane or
guide dog will often collide with others. In wide corridors the visually impaired
can easily loose their orientation. ... Generally corridors, halls and foyers should
be as short as possible to ease orientation for all.
When planning a corridor, the direction changes should be 90 degrees.
Curved or oblique angles should be avoided. In long corridors there may be
resting places. <<
Accessibility in Detail, pg 98-99.

fig 32 | Fragment of the infrastuctural
network in Hamburg Innenstadt.
Nonlinear, chaotic, asymmetrical.

Why not curves and obliques? Avoiding the rigid regularity which
the appendix outlines, the thesis project will insist on introducing select
deviations from a logic construction. In part due to the fact that the desired
logic and rigidity cannot find its equivalence in the real world or outside the
outer walls of whatever building and in part due to the fact that a stand-out
oblique wall in a grid of squares might exactly aid the orientation and act as
a landmark in the maze of orthogonal lines.

fig 33 | Middleground? Infrastructure
based on the Barcelona road network, imposed
on the outline of the site.
Systematic, with few distinct deviations.
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4.3.3 marquises, signs, parasolles and open windows

>> The white cane can not capture or detect objects in chestor head-height, why the visually impaired risk colliding with these
objects. Therefore the minimum height of open windows, shop
2.5 colours and contrasts

signs, canopies and marquees, that stretches out into the walking
area, be 2,2 m above ground. Windows that open up in head

>> There are two very essential proporties to colours, namely

height should generally not occur. <<

hue and degrees of saturation. Which would mean colour intensity
and brightness. Saturation and brightness is most important for

fig 40 | Unmarked obstructions in the street level.

Accessibility in Detail, pg 156.

the contrast effect. It is easier to perceive the difference between
light blue and dark blue than between red and blue with the
same saturation and brightness. Contrasts are in other words not
synonymous with colour differences. <<
Accessibility in Detail, pg 58.

In contrast to painting a mondrian picture with colours,
the building proposal will be contrasted by disparate tactile
surfaces. In addition to various degrees of saturation, the
tactility and hapticity of the surface will add another dimension
to the experience of the spatiality and in addition alter the
soundscape.

Instead of mid-air obstructions, all elements should be
inscribed in the wall, grounded to the floor or otherwised
intertwined with the building material. Simplicity and
interweaving into comprehendsively communicating elements.

fig 34-37 | Picture sequence
relating surface tactilities.

fig 38-39 | Marked obstructions in the street level.
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COMPREHENSIVE SPACE AND ELEMENTS
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In the course of sketching the building proposal of the thesis project, I
strove to adapt or develop a form language that would translate to the realm
of touch and sound experienced from the perspective of visual reductivism.
In the interest of defining the core shapes to navigate and design from,
I looked at the language of the elementary map, the two-dimensional. The
most elementary shapes in the language of graphics could be the dot, the
line, the circle and the square. These are recognizable shapes.
In architectural terms, the definition of basic elements are complex and
should be perceived from the perspective of a blind individual experiencing
their surroundings. The basic elements could translate to the column, the
corridor, the door, the corner.

Inspired by the studies of accessibility friendly standards, the compound
would be designed as a map to navigate by. Challenging the preference
for orthogonal lines, the building proposal will incorporate the occasional
disruption of a grid with a nod to the derivé.
The use of light in the building correspond to it being a landmark of
its own. To those who can detect some degree of light and shadow, the
directional light will aid them in their navigation throughout the compound.
As vision and sight is of less importance in the project proposal, it directly
affect the use and design of windows. They are not intended to provide a
vantage point, nor to frame a situation inside the building. Instead, they are
intentionally placed to attract attention to a certain area.

fig 41· page 52-53 | tactile surfaces under scrutiny.

fig 42 | elementary shapes.
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>> CONCEPTUALIZATION OF ARCHITECTURE AS
A CONSTRUCTED MATERIAL THING EXPERIENCED
BY THE WHOLE BODY, RATHER THAN PRIMARILY
AN AESTHETIC OBJECT, THE MAKING OF SPACE OR
THE PRODUCTION OF SIGNS. <<
Materials and Meaning in Architecture, pg. 3

fig 43 | analytic drawing of the site identity and its lines of
movement and sight.

Designing the building as a map suggests a raw conceptualization
and immediate equivalence between idea and constructed shape, a direct
translation from concept to building. The constructud map communicates a
direct understanding of the constructed material from simple forms.
The concept follows that immediate translation from idea to building
would make it easier on the blind to comprehend their surroundings and
form an understanding of the constructed space. By reducing the complexity
of space, but enhancing the materiality and tactility, the design will assume
to avoid a sensory reductivism.
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fig 45 | creating a narrative line through the site.
fig 44 |Analysis of the settings of the site.
From street to water.
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fig 46 | coreographing a narrative based on the direct
fig 47 | drawing the walls as leading guidelines on a map.
translation of concept to constructed matter.
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CHOREOGRAPHING A NARRATIVE
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Creating a vision of a building through the use of words.

The narration of the rehabilitation center takes it beginning already at

entrance

the pavement. Embossed lines and indentations creates tactile awareness

The entrance will challenge the auditory perception

of a change of scenery in an established rhythm, and draws the unsighted

of the visually deprived with its sacral dimensions, but

towards the entrance, marked as the only opening in the wall.

guide the individual with predictibility of shape and
communicative materials. The entrance hall acts as the

The building proposal will aim to simultaneously gently guide and subtly

keyhole that opens up to other parts of the building. One

challenge the perception of the blind. Throughout the building, guidelines

must enter here, in order to go where they need to.

in various shapes of imbedded or embossed details will be the lending hand
a blind will need to aid their circulation throughout the facility, while the
varying spatial structures and dimensions will challenge the sensorical
inputs they receive from their surroundings.

The functional oblique leads out towards the gardens,

The building shape derives from the narration of a circulation, laid

where the sound of the street is faded away. The large

out unto to the site as a sequence of landmarks and leading lines. It has its

dimensions of the space is again dissolved into lesser

origins in observations of the standards of accessibility for the blind, and

extents that responds to the reach of the body in space. The

from there it branches out and meets the intentions of the programme and

lines and pauses in the layout of the garden aids and guides

analysis of the site and surroundings.

the blind through its premises.

The building presents itself as a solid figure of hard materials, a reliable
monolith slightly deviating the norm of the street. It responds to the scale of
the buildings it resides amongst, yet defines an altered relationship with the
pavement and its spectators.
The scale of the mass is dissolved towards the channel, as the sound
of water and light is invited into the building and gardens. Niches and
intentional pauses in the gardens defines the private from the public space,
without stating anything.
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